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19/00694/RM - Land at Sherriff Street Industrial Estate and associated 
highway. Sherriff Street Worcester WR4 9AB

CONCLUSION - CAP wishes to note its overall conclusion that the current 
scheme is not acceptable in its current format for the reasons set out 
below. 

DISCUSSION - CAP set up a separate working party in order to fully 
understand the current scheme and how it differs from the consented 
scheme. The working party set out to understand which elements of the 
scheme had changed, which were a meaningful change and which CAP 
should offer its comments and feedback on. 

Having studied the submission at considerable length, It is the panel’s 
opinion that – 

1. The changes to the scheme are considerable in terms of layout, 
content and scale and that the scheme should properly have been 
submitted as a new application.

2. Notwithstanding the above, a Reserved Matters (RM) application 
must include the full level of detail one would expect at the 
discharge of condition stage as it is not possible to add conditions 
to a RM application. In that case, for example, the landscape plans 
should be fully detailed plans to include actual plant names, 
numbers etc. 

The ‘landscape scheme’ as submitted, supposedly on 12.09.2019, is 
based on the original layout, is actually just a coloured up site plan 
and is dated 2011. For this reason alone the application should be 
considered unacceptable.

3. It is extremely difficult to cross reference the submitted drawings 
with the comparison schedule and this is most unhelpful.

4. There are errors and inconsistencies across the application to 
include discrepancies in the exact increase in number of dwellings 
and car parking spaces.

5. CAP comments on the original application reflected a dislike for the 
scale of the proposed development and the current modifications 
suggest the development has now actually grown in scale. Panel 

https://plan.worcester.gov.uk/Planning/Display/19/00694/RM
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members feel disappointed that their original comments have not 
been taken into consideration.

6. CAP considers this to be a very important scheme that warrants its 
full understanding and proper consideration. The panel therefore 
formally request that the Case Officer and / or the Project Architect 
present the scheme to the panel. Following that presentation the 
panel would be in a position to submit its more detailed comments.

7. Whilst the panel supports the principle of redevelopment of this 
important site, given the above reasons, the panel concludes that 
the scheme is not acceptable in its current format.

8. The working party’s detailed comments are set out below.

WORKING PARTY COMMENTS ON APPLICATION 19/00694/RM

A. The working party were tasked with establishing if planning 
application 19/00694/RM included any areas where CAP may have 
concerns and trying to establish the differences between P12G0199 
and 19/00694/RM

B. Application 19/00694/RM had been submitted to Planning 
Committee on 19th December 2019 but withdrawn immediately 
prior to the meeting. The result was that the briefing notes attached 
to the application were attached on line with the planning 
committee agenda item 12.

C. The above notes specifically identified several items requiring 
resolution.

D. Section 6.1 required clarification of the height of buildings to the 
south end of the site, the highways authority was still seeking clarity 
on certain issues and Historic England were seeking further details of 
landscaping.  There is no indication the above issues have been 
resolved.

E. One of the key issues addressed was amendments to the phrasing 
of the construction as specified in the various documents.

Phase P12G0199 Alterations 
agreed in S106 
agreement

19/00693/REM
(as set out in 
covering letter)

19/00694/REM
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1 Buildings  C* 
(car park597 
spaces) and D 
(135 residential 
units, 694sqm 
retail)
Locke building*
Ron Smith Unit 1

Building A Building A Building A (212 
residential units, 
233 sqm retail)

2 Building B (88 
residential units, 
trade counter,
Building E (143 
residential units, 
hotel, 
business/leisure 
uses
Footbridge

Buildings B, C 
and E

Buildings C D 
and E.
Locke Building

Buildings C (675 
car park 
spaces) and D 
180 units and 
314 sqm retail).
Locke Building

3 Building A (71 
residential units)

Locke building
Building D
Ron Smith 
building

Building B. Building B (76 
units and 3075 
sqm retail – B1 
use deleted) 
and
Building E (hotel 
and leisure only)

4 Ron Smith unit 2 Ron Smith Unit 
2
Footbridge

Ron Smith units 
1 and 2.
footbridge

Ron Smith units 1 
and 2.
footbridge

* Full planning permission granted

Comparison table for P12G0199 drawing 1476 4000-4900 Floor Area Take 
off revised 30.11.12 and 19/00694RM drawing 1874 Floor Area Take off Aug 
19Reve.

Take-off drawings give an indication of height and capacity of the 
buildings. The table below gives our understanding of the relevant heights 
of the buildings as extracted from the documents mentioned above.

BUILDING P12G0199
 

19/00693REM 19/00694RM
 

A 5 (plus GF & LGF)  8 (plus car park)
B 5 ( plus Gf)  5 (plus car park)
C 
multi/story 
car park

4 (plus GF)  6

D 5 ( plus GF & LGF)  7 (plus GF)
E 5 (plus GF & LGF)  5 (plus GF & LGF)
Locke  (B1) 1 (plus GF)  1(plus GF)
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Ron Smith 1 (plus GF)  1 

F. The above “Area take-off” documents also give indications of 
capacity: we were unable to compare like for like but there 
appears to be significant differences in residential and commercial 
accommodation along with car parking numbers.

G. There is some confusion as to the actual number of additional 
dwellings to be provided as set out in the brief to Planning 
Committee – the variation in numbers quoted in the overview of 
the earlier and proposed phases of development is 31 dwellings 
(437 in the existing permission numbers versus 468 proposed), the 
brief broadly states an additional 40 dwellings and the covering 
letter attached to 19/00693/REM (approved by Planning 
Committee 19th December 2019) refers to an additional 72 
dwellings (396 dwellings in the extant permission and 468 in the 
proposed application).

H. We were concerned that the briefing notes attached to 
19/00694/RM for the December planning panel did not give any 
indication of alterations to the height and mass of buildings or 
amended numbers of dwellings and car parking spaces.

I. We were expecting some modified drawings/figures to be 
submitted to clarify confusing documentation.

J. We were unable to find any evidence to indicate that concerns 
expressed about highways issues, height of buildings and 
landscape had been addressed.

Conclusions - 

K. Significant differences in Height of building A, C and D have been 
identified.

L. Our original comments on P12G0199 made clear our objections to 
the scale and impact of the development and the increased 
height can only reinforce those concerns.

M. We were unable to establish a clear indication if the total square 
footage of the development has changed due to figures 
produced as part of the application are confusing and do not 
appear to add up. There is some evidence that figures of 
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commercial and residential accommodation along with car 
parking numbers have been changed upward. 

N. It should be noted that the covering letter attached to 
19/00693/REM refers to an additional 72 dwellings and an 
additional 25,197 sqm of additional development (a sizable 
additional retail component in phase three).

O. This appears to be a substantial rather than minor amendment to 
the original application P12G0199 as granted permission and a 
much larger scheme, and therefore requiring a revised / new 
application rather than a variation in conditions alone.


